Subjective memory complaints, white-matter lesions, depressive symptoms, and cognition in elderly patients.
Subjective memory complaints (SMC) and cerebral white-matter lesions (WML) are very prevalent among elderly subjects, but their clinical significance is controversial. The authors sought to determine whether SMCs are related to WML, independently of the presence of depressive symptoms, which are known to be associated with both. The relationship between SMC and cognition was also examined. This is a cross-sectional study on 60 elderly subjects without dementia. All subjects underwent FLAIR and T2-weighted axial MRI scans, a memory-complaint questionnaire, a geriatric depression scale, and a comprehensive cognitive assessment. Multiple linear regression showed that although the best correlate of SMC was the severity of depressive symptoms, SMC and WML were strongly correlated. Objective cognitive performance was not significantly associated with SMC after adjusting for WML and mood. The presence of a history of late-onset depression was a strong correlate of WML severity, even after adjusting for age, gender, and education. Complaints of cognitive decline are significantly associated with the severity of WML, independently of level of cognition and depression.